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THE STUDY OF HISTORY

The Fifth Grade is giving three 
plays; ’’The Stamp Act", ’’The Boston Tea 
Party”, ’’The First Continental Congress.” 
Almost all the grade is taking part.
Bobby Rico is in charge of "The Stamp 
Act”; Edwin Shockley,”The Boston Tea 
Party”; Barbara Zoellner, ”The First 
Continental Congress.” These plays are 
being given in the room.

-Bobby Rice.

--------- o----------

THE FOURTH GRADE 

Traveling

The Fourth Grade has been studying 
about the different ways of traveling.
We collected and drew pictures of the 
old and the new means of transportation. 
Vie all liked the story ”The Taxicab 
lYent Mad. ”

-Evelyn Phillips.

MULTIPLICATION CONTEST

The Fourth Grade’s multiplication 
contest has helped us to learn our mul
tiplication combinations and this has 
made our arithmetic easier. Seventeen 
of us can give the combinations with
out a mistake.

-Reba Calloway.

THE THIRD GRADE

The Third Grade is proud of Johnny 
Crunkleton, because he was the fi3:̂ st 
one in the room to get a Dent-o-ploma 
for excellent dental health.

-Mary Gibson. 
-----------o--------------------

B'JY ClIKISTI'A/iC SEALS

TÎ E SECOND GRADE 
Scrapbooks

■yVe are making November scrapbooks. 
We are trying to do neat work. We 
will give them to our mothers,

-Ames Geneva McCall, 

Growing Things

Harry’s mother gave us a narcissus 
bulb. We read the directions and 
planted it. 7'e kept it in the dark 
for three weeks. When we took it out 
it was yellow. In two days the light 
had miide it green, IVe hopo it will 
bloom for Cliristmas,

-Bill Speed.

A Visitor

Billy Waller’s kitten came to 
school with him. He vms white and 
black. We all played with him. He 
went to sleep by the stove,- At lunch 
he said, ’’Meow, Meow.’ ”

-Charles Crunkleton.

Getting a Package

We wanted a toy orchestra. Our 
mothers made candy. We took turns 
selling it. Then we ordered our in
struments, We are very happy,

-Fay Reese,

November
%

We read about the first Thanks
giving feast. We made the scene on 
our sand table. The boys made a log 
cabin of corn stalks, Ernest and 
DurJie made the tables to go under the 
trees. Bill and Noah Lee made some 
benches for the tables. We made 
wig-wrjTi3«. ’Te put some Indians and 
Pilgrims around the tables.

-Billy Waller.


